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I have been watching and observing and am excited about how a plan has
been laid out and is coming together on various planes of consciousness.
Some activities have as yet not materialized fully on the physical plane.
However, I can tell you that I am very pleased at the work that has been
done and without much delay. There have been developments that now
allow us to proceed with the work at my level or what you may call the
higher etheric levels.
You must understand that at these different levels of consciousness we
cooperate, but this involves more than what the word cooperation means at
your dense level. At my level, it encompasses realignments and setting up
new energy or vortices so that there is an alignment of correct energies that
can support activities at your level of dense reality. It is about an expansion
of consciousness so that we do not have the pain of individual notes that
lack harmony, but now actually have the bringing of individual notes into a
cooperating state that produces harmony even at the your dense level of
activity. Thus, for the first time on this planet, it is beginning to sound
cosmically beautiful as increasing groups of notes come slowly into cosmic
harmony.
I have not heard this harmony in the complexity available today at my level
of frequency. This harmonization is like singing together where all is in tune
and all is beautiful because all is in harmony. We have a way to go before
we reach the point where, in the dense level, humans can hear and
experience this harmony. What I am saying is that I see, hear, feel this
harmonization already. It is like going to human events where a melodic
form of energy is produced and you feel good hearing the sound.
Humanity is ready to move on even if the change may come with some
bitterness in the beginning. Nevertheless, it is a great gift to be able to walk
into this new world of harmonization because as it works its way into the
dense world, it will clear the air and make all dense things elevated so that
the disharmonies will melt away. The new energy will come in and slowly
take over what used to be disharmony.

It is not easy to explain these things but let us say that up at the Shamballa
level, we can already feel the beginning of a new tune. The energies are no
longer as conflicting as in times gone by. Even the slightest lifting into this
new harmony is enough to start the process of integration into our world.
That is my view on what I sense, I feel, see, hear, or however you would like
to relate this to your human body. It is different even in this infant stage. I
welcome this new energy. Once humanity gets a fuller taste of this energy,
you will never want to go back to the old ways. There is a new light and I
see the activity taking place now as truly extraordinary and truly Earthchanging.
I simply wanted you to know this and how I relate to this new beginning.
My colleagues and I note this change and it is a wonderful experience to
sense this new change. It gives me great pleasure to tell you this, even if in
human language it is not easy to express this new energy. Let us say simply
that I am greatly relieved and pleased with developments and I thank all in
the Community of Masters, the Off-Earth Allies and those humans who are
already involved and agreed to form this new relationship.
I encourage you to lift yourselves up. Do not focus on the past path but
rather look upward into a new, wonderful world. It will give you strength and
energy that is very much needed at this time.
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